If the value of where may be arbitrary. Some of them may denote the set of all soft sets over $A$, some may have non-empty intersection. We will introduce soft set theory in 1999.

Prior to 1999, there were four mathematical tools to deal with uncertainties viz. probability theory, fuzzy set theory, rough set theory and the theory of interval mathematics [2]. Fuzzy set deals with membership values. Membership values are often difficult to consider and varies from person to person, which yields problems in decision making, data analyses etc. Thus, the faults which are present in fuzzy set, led Molodtsov [3] to introduce soft set theory in 1999.

Definition 1

A soft set $F_x$ on the universe $U$ is defined by the set of ordered pair $F_x = \{(x, f_x(x)): x \in E, f_x(x) \in P(U)\}$, where $f_x: E \rightarrow P(U)$ such that $f_x(\emptyset) = \emptyset$ if $\emptyset \in A$.

Here, $f_x$ is called an approximate function of the soft set $F_x$. The value of $f_x(\cdot)$ may be arbitrary. Some of them may be empty, some may have non-empty intersection. We will denote the set of all soft sets over $U$ as $S(U)$. Above definition clearly shows presence of attributes, words, adjectives, $[0,1]$ etc. One may refer to Acharjee [4] for extensive review on soft set theory and its hybrid structures for researchers other than mathematicians.

If we consider Pearson’s correlation coefficient, then difficulties arise related to data in terms of attributes. Either two attributes may be similar, “semantically” similar, or dissimilar. Statistical methodologies fail to distinguish between these three characteristics of attributes. Hence, can we say that biostatistics has scopes to adopt new statistical methodologies? Of course “yes”. Prior to Acharjee and Mordeson [5], many statistical methodologies were developed in terms of uncertainties of mathematics viz. fuzzy set, intuitionistic fuzzy sets etc. These methodologies have focused mostly on degrees of membership, degree of non-memberships etc. with modified statistical formulations. Every soft set can be represented in tabular form in terms of 0 and 1. In [5], Acharjee and Mordeson connected attributes with statistical methodologies in the presence of binary digits 0 and 1. Though, significance of these methodologies has been shown in human trafficking, yet the application part shows that data were divided by attributes related to vulnerability and government responses in “The Global Slavery Index, 2016”. In a similar manner, biological data are often related with symptoms, drugs, hormonal activities, molecules etc. So, extensive analysis for the development of soft statistics is seemed necessary for biostatisticians. In the meanwhile, Acharjee and Mordeson [5] have included of mathematical ideas from economics viz. utility theory, to connect human choice behaviour and its significance in statistical analyses are shown. Let us think about occurrence of a biological activity, and a researcher has preference among the attributes, which are responsible for the activity. Acharjee and Mordeson [5] developed methodologies by using preference, which reduce entire data to the specific data which signify preference and attributes simultaneously.

Let us consider a case of biological activity, where some causes of this activity are unknown and a researcher will have to guess about the activity in terms of attributes and degree of membership. Thus, fuzzy soft set is the suitable tool to deal with
this biological activity. But, fuzzy statistical methodologies are not suitable tool to deal with this case. Moreover, there is a lack of methodology to analyze this case. So, Acharjee et al. [6] have used fuzzy -cut to develop fuzzy soft statistical ideas with utility. For the biologists, let us assume that α-cut is the restriction in the data in the sense of a layman, which they will have to reduce for their analyses or they will have to overcome in the course of time to have the necessary data from a huge data. Similarly, presence of degree of non-membership as well as degree of membership related to attributes together yields intuitionistic fuzzy soft statistics [7].

Thus, we can see that classical statistical methodologies may fail in many cases, where qualities are present. Biostatisticians should focus on these tools and think to develop these areas for the betterment of human race. In biometrics, ideas of similarity play crucial roles. During measures of similarities between two objects, various existing definitions focus on common domain of two objects relative to each of them independently. The value of similarity measure lies between 0 and 1. It is often observed that certain negligible changes in the objects yield difficulties during recognition of biometrics. These types of difficulties can be dealt with similarities of soft sets. In [8], Acharjee encountered some errors and redefined similarity measures of soft set based on Kharal’s definitions [9]. Soft similarity and associated structures have scopes to find similarities between the face of a person after burn and his original face before the burn.

There are many cases similar to this, where biometric processes fail to provide suitable methods of recognition. These problems are to overcome for the purposes of defence security system of a country. Thus, if one develops biometric tools and methodologies based on attributes, then soft similarities and associated structures will be helpful to indentify even after some deformations of one face or thumb etc. Significance of our justifications can be understood from the prospective of wounded face of a defence officer and security password related to confidential top secret’s defence account, which is nothing but his original face before the wound. Hence, improvisations of security systems are mandatory.

At the end of this article, we want to focus on aspects of nanotechnology for biometrics. Uses of nanotechnology in biometrics can be found in [10]. Multisets deal with multiplicity of elements, thus theoretical studies on nanotechnology have scopes to use soft multiset topology. Without going for mathematical details, intuitively we can say that, if number of atoms matter in nanotechnology, then multiset theoretic topological study will gave the theoretical knowledge about behaviour of atoms in nano level of nanotechnology. In similar manner, we can say same for soft multiset topology. Thus, we want to conclude with above sketches of ideas which may be beneficial for biostatisticians and we hope that this short paper may have some though provoking impacts in future.
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